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COVER STORY

Rakish fun: Adrienne Pickering admits she has trouble keeping a straight face whenever Richard Roxburgh is around.

Belle de jour
She’s the star of the best Australian show you’ve never heard of, but in the

next year you’ll be seeing a lot more of Rake and Adrienne Pickering.
James Croot nips in before the expected long queue of admirers forms.

Adrienne Pickering: Stars as Melissa
‘‘Missy’’ Partridge in Rake.

A
prostitute, a law student
and a best-selling author –
Adrienne Pickering has
got to play all those roles
just by portraying one

character – Melissa ‘‘Missy’’
Partridge on Australia’s legal-
orientated dramedy Rake.

The misadventures of serially
addicted counsel Cleaver Greene
(Richard Roxburgh), the show has
been a hit across the Tasman
since it debuted there in 2010.
Sseason one screened here on
Rialto earlier this year and TVNZ
is apparently plotting a prime
time, free-to-air spot for it in 2014,
while a US remake (starring Greg
Kinnear) will make its bow later
this year.

Fresh from filming season
three, 32-year-old Pickering
(whose previous screen credits
have included Home and Away
and the BBC’s Out of the Blue)
says Missy has been such a gift for
her to play.

‘‘She has had some tremendous
highs and really devastating and
heartbreaking lows. At one stage
she ends up in court on trial and I
did find that really hard. Just
sitting in the box in the
courtroom – we film in real courts
in Sydney – was really horrible. I
felt guilty just sitting there.’’

Confessing that she feels her
main role is to be a good foil for
Cleaver and not laugh at
Roxburgh’s jokes and pranking
war with co-star Russell Dykstra,
Pickering says she’d only read the
very first episode of the first
season when she signed up.

‘‘However, to me all the
characters were established quite
quickly and perfectly within that,
which is often really hard to do.
Often you will read a pilot script
and you’re not sure what it is but
this really quickly found its own
rhythm and tone which made it
really easy to connect to.’’

Offered the role after a ‘‘quick,

satisfying and relatively painless’’
audition process, Pickering says
that despite the more challenging
aspects, she didn’t feel the need to
prepare her family and friends for
what was to come.

‘‘I think they’ve all got quite
used to the fact that it’s just part
of my job. You get to do some
really wonderful things and also
some pretty confronting things. I
had to play some pretty ridiculous
roles at drama school, so it’s
nothing new to them. Actually, I
think they’ve been pretty proud of
this because it’s a show they
really love as well. They don’t just
have to watch it through gritted
teeth and pretend they enjoy it
just to support me.’’

She believes part of Rake’s
appeal is that there’s never been
another Australian show like it.

‘‘The premise of a central
flawed character who is still
intently enjoyable, likeable in
their own way is something
America has embraced for a while
now in shows like Breaking Bad,
but in Australia we really haven’t
tapped into it as much. Part of the
fun of this show is the fun of
watching people on the edge of
insanity and trying to cope and
failing miserably and then pulling
through.’’

The funny and fast-paced
writing is the show’s main

drawcard, says Pickering, with all
the witty and wonderful words
representing both a challenge and
a delight for the actors. ‘‘I haven’t
had too many of the big speeches,
they can be a bit of a brain strain,
but I know Richard [Roxburgh]
spends most of his weekends
learning lines.’’

So has she had much say in the
misadventures of Missy?

‘‘Not really. I just read the
scripts as they come and feel very
excited. I take a deep breath and
say, ‘Oh, my goodness – what is
she going to do next?’. It’s a really
exciting place to sit and I think
they could write almost anything
now for Missy and it would just
about work.’’

W
hile excited to see the
American version of
the show (Missy is
renamed Nikki and
played by Serbian-

Australian actress Bojana
Novakovic), Pickering believes it
will have its own flavour.

‘‘I don’t expect it to feel like
ours because ours was
idiosyncratically Australian with
a lot of in-jokes and linguistic
words and phrases we use. And
secretly I don’t want it to be as
good.’’

As an actress, she says she
loves the rise of long-form
storytelling that shows like Rake
offer.

‘‘It gives you time to really go
through a great character arc and
get to know the cast and crew
really well, which I enjoy from a
lifestyle point of view. Having
now done three seasons, we feel
like a family. It is lovely to work

with people you know and respect
so much. Everyone is having such
a great time and we’re all proud of
what we’re making.’’

That includes a boatload of
Kiwi actors – Danielle Cormack,
Roy Billing, Robyn Malcolm,
Katrina Hobbs and Martin
Henderson – who she has had the
pleasure of reuniting with on
hotly anticipated Aussie thriller
Secrets & Lies (scheduled to air
here on TVNZ in 2014).

‘‘It’s a very different kind of
show, inspired by Scandi-noirs
like Forbrydelsen and The Bridge.
It’s not Miss Marple. It covers
some real adult themes. A small
boy is found murdered and the six
episodes chart how that affects
the community – a small cul de
sac in Brisbane. Through the
police investigation we find out
lots of things people wanted to
keep secret which come to the
surface. It was a really
challenging job. I haven’t seen
any of it yet but I’ve heard great
things so far.’’

With such diverse oppor-
tunities available, it’s unsur-
prising that Pickering says she
feels excited by the current state
of Australian television.

‘‘It’s really is taking off; there’s
such a bumperload of shows at the
moment that they were even
running out of crew members
recently.’’

Although taking a well-earned
break, when asked about the
possibility of a fourth season of
rakish adventures, Pickering says
she would love for it to keep
going, but it is all about ‘‘timing’’.

‘‘We all enjoy doing it so much,
but it is hard getting people
together.

‘‘I’ll be waiting with bated
breath to see if we can do it all
again.’’

i Rake, 8.30pm, Wednesdays, Rialto.
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